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ABSTRACT
A reductive paradigm has emerged in recent years for detoxification
of superoxide and other redox active diatomic molecules in air-
sensitive bacteria and archaea. Adventitiously generated superoxide
in many anaerobic or microaerophilic bacteria and archaea is
scavenged by superoxide reductase (SOR) rather than the classical
superoxide dismutases characteristic of aerobic microbes. SORs
contain a novel five-coordinate, square-pyramidal [Fe(His)4(Cys)]
ferrous active site, which adds a sixth glutamate ligand upon
oxidation. This Account summarizes the recently elucidated struc-
tural and mechanistic features of SORs. The non-heme iron
reductive scavenging paradigm in these air-sensitive microbes also
extends to recently characterized enzymes that scavenge hydrogen
peroxide and nitric oxide and to oxygen sensing proteins.

Introduction
The toxic side effects of biological electron flow in an
aerobic world are well documented. This toxicity stems
predominantly from the adventitious one- and two-
electron reductions of dioxygen to superoxide and hydro-
gen peroxide, respectively, and a series of subsequent
reactions collectively referred to as oxidative stress.1

Relatively low steady-state levels of intracellular super-
oxide (nanomolar) and hydrogen peroxide (micromolar)
are sufficient to cause oxidative stress in aerobic bacteria.2

Oxidative Stress in Aerobic Bacteria and Archaea.
Bacteria and archaea (the microbial “third kingdom of
life”) are classified as aerobic if they use dioxygen as
terminal respiratory electron acceptor and if they also
grow optimally under aerobic (as opposed to subaerobic)
partial pressures of dioxygen. Aerobic microbes were
classically thought to follow what might be termed a
disproportionation paradigm for lowering intracellular
superoxide and hydrogen peroxide to nonlethal levels.3

Superoxide dismutases (SODs) catalyze the dispropor-

tionation of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide and dioxy-
gen (reaction 1). Most known bacterial SODs contain
either non-heme iron or manganese at their active sites.4

Catalases catalyze disproportionation of hydrogen perox-
ide to water and molecular oxygen (reaction 2), and the
classical catalases contain heme at their active sites.5 A
non-heme, dimanganese-containing catalase has also
been described in a few bacteria.6

Scavenging of lower (micromolar) levels of hydrogen
peroxide in many aerobic bacteria, however, occurs pre-
dominantly via two-electron reduction to water, reaction
3, catalyzed by peroxidases (hydrogen peroxide reduc-
tases). These enzymes typically use one of the reduced
pyridine nucleotides, NAD(P)H, as electron donor. Active
sites in various aerobic bacterial peroxidases contain
hemes or thiols.7-9

Oxidative Stress in Air-Sensitive Bacteria and Ar-
chaea. Obligately (or strictly) anaerobic bacteria and
archaea cannot grow via dioxygenic respiration and usu-
ally cannot survive exposure to aerobic levels of dioxygen
for extended periods. Nevertheless, many “strictly anaero-
bic” bacteria and archaea can survive exposure to either
air or lower levels of dioxygen for minutes to hours and
will resume normal growth upon restoration of an anaer-
obic environment.10-13 The sulfate-reducing bacteria are
exemplary in this regard. These obligate anaerobes use
sulfate rather than dioxygen as the respiratory terminal
electron acceptor. The Desulfovibrio vulgaris species of
sulfate-reducing bacteria not only survives extensive
exposure to an aerobic atmosphere,14,15 it also swims
toward and grows optimally near the oxic/anoxic inter-
faces of sulfate-containing media exposed to air.16,17

Similar observations have been made on “microaero-
philic” bacteria and archaea, which respire dioxygen but
grow only under subaerobic partial pressures.18 Such
transiently aerobic or microaerobic growth habitats sub-
ject these air-sensitive bacteria and archaea to oxidative
stress not only from direct dioxygen inactivation of crucial
metabolic enzymes but also from adventitiously produced
superoxide and hydrogen peroxide.2,3 While many anaero-
bic and microaerophilic bacteria and archaea contain the
classical SODs and catalases found in aerobes, many
others do not. In D. vulgaris, an iron-containing SOD is
compartmentalized in the outer periplasmic space, which
is separated by a lipid membrane from the inner, much
larger cytoplasmic compartment.14 The cytoplasm of D.
vulgaris contains no known SOD. Since the negatively
charged superoxide cannot readily penetrate membranes
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at neutral pH, it can be efficiently scavenged only within
the same compartment in which it is generated. This
Account focuses on superoxide reductase (SOR), which is
cytoplasmic in D. vulgaris and in many other air-sensitive
bacteria and archaea.19

Superoxide Reductases (SORs)
Orientation to SOR Structure and Reactivity. As their
name implies, SORs catalyze reaction 4:

Historical perspectives on SOR are available elsewhere.19-24

This Account emphasizes structural and mechanistic
aspects of the active site and its relationship to intracel-
lular oxidative stress based on recent results primarily
from our laboratory. SORs contain a mononuclear non-
heme iron active site, the structure of which is shown in
Figure 1.25,26 The square-pyramidal high-spin “resting”
ferrous site with four equatorial histidyl nitrogens and one
axial cysteinate sulfur is, so far as is known, unique in
biology to SORs and is hereafter referred to as the SOR
site. Some SORs contain a second [Fe(SCys)4] site, and we
use the acronyms 1Fe-SOR for those containing the site
shown in Figure 1 as the only prosthetic group and 2Fe-
SOR for those containing the additional [Fe(SCys)4] site.
The function of this latter iron site is currently mysterious;
at least one 2Fe-SOR remains fully functional when its [Fe-
(SCys)4] site is removed.27 SORs are typically isolated with
the SOR site predominantly in the ferrous oxidation state,
even in air, due to its relatively high ferric/ferrous reduc-
tion potential (+200-300 mV vs NHE at pH 7).19,27,28 The
SOR site is thus, not prone to autoxidation, a presumably
useful feature in an anaerobic organism suddenly exposed
to air. The crystal structures also revealed that in the
“resting” ferric state, which is also high-spin, the SOR site
contained a sixth monodentate glutamate-carboxylate
ligand trans to the cysteinate sulfur.26

Kinetics of the Ferrous SOR Site Reaction with Super-
oxide. The open coordination position trans to the cys-
teinate sulfur ligand in Figure 1 is an obvious choice for

inner sphere reaction of the ferrous site with superoxide,
particularly since this site is located at the surface of the
protein, is exposed to solvent, but shows no coordinating
solvent ligand. Indeed, in 2000, our laboratory in col-
laboration with that of Diane Cabelli at Brookhaven
National Laboratory reported the observation of an in-
termediate that formed in a second-order, essentially
diffusion-controlled reaction between D. vulgaris 2Fe-SOR
and pulse radiolytically generated superoxide.29 As shown
in Figure 2, this intermediate exhibited an absorption
maximum at 590-600 nm (ε ≈ 3500 M-1 cm-1), which was
more intense and blue-shifted compared to the spectrum
of the resting ferric state (λmax 645 nm, ε ≈ 2000 M-1 cm-1),
to which it subsequently decayed in a superoxide-
independent, first-order process at 40-50 s-1. As depicted
in Scheme 1, we formulated this intermediate as a ferric-
peroxo or -hydroperoxo species. The 645-nm absorption
of the resting ferric SOR site is due predominantly to
π-type CysS- f Fe(III) charge transfer,28,30 and this transi-
tion should also dominate the absorption of a (hydro)-
peroxo adduct in the 600-nm region; (hydro)peroxo f

ferric charge transfer should make only a very minor
contribution.31 The resting ferrous SOR site shows little
or no absorption in the 600-nm region. This initial pulse
radiolysis study also showed that an artificially engineered
2Fe-SOR variant, referred to as E47A, in which the
glutamate ligand to the ferric SOR site was replaced by a
nonligating alanine side chain, gave essentially identical
formation and decay kinetics for the 600-nm intermediate
to those shown in Scheme 1 at pH 7.7.29,32 Both the wild-
type 2Fe-SOR and the E47A variant lacked significant SOD
activity (reaction 1) as measured by pulse radiolysis,
implying that removal of the ligating glutamate did not
unmask a latent reactivity of the ferric SOR site with
superoxide (which would constitute the complementary

FIGURE 1. Stereoview of the superimposed ferrous SOR active sites from P. furiosus 1Fe-SOR26 (thinner lines) and D. desulfuricans 2Fe-
SOR25 (thicker lines). Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Color coding of atoms is as follows: carbon, gray; nitrogen, blue; oxygen, red;
iron, orange; sulfur, yellow. Iron is represented as a sphere; all other atoms are represented in wireframe. N-H‚‚‚S hydrogen bonds between
the peptide backbone and the cysteine sulfur ligand are indicated as dashed lines, and residues comprising the tetrapeptide “chelate” are
labeled. (Reprinted or adapted with permission from ref 30. Copyright 2003, Society of Biological Inorganic Chemistry.)
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half of a SOD catalytic cycle). Subsequent pulse radiolysis
studies detected the same spectroscopic intermediate
forming on the same time scale in other 2Fe- and 1Fe-
SORs.19,32,33 The presumed inner-sphere electron transfer
from the ferrous SOR site to superoxide leading to the
ferric-(hydro)peroxo intermediate is consistent with the
oxidation of the SOR site by ferricyanide, which results in
a cyano-bridged ferrocyanide adduct of the ferric-SOR
site.30,34

Our subsequent detailed kinetic studies on the D.
vulgaris 2Fe-SOR led to the elaborated mechanistic scheme
shown in Scheme 2.35 The formulation of the 600-nm
intermediate as a ferric-peroxo rather than -hydroperoxo
was based on the pH independence of and the lack of a
D2O solvent effect on its essentially diffusion-controlled
formation rate and the fact that the same spectroscopic
intermediate formed (albeit more slowly) when the proxi-
mal residue, Lys48, the side chain of which is a potential
proton donor, was changed to an alanine or isoleucine.32,35

On the other hand, the superoxide anion is strongly
hydrogen bonded to solvent in aqueous solution,36 and if
the electron transfer from the ferrous SOR site to super-
oxide occurs prior to substantial desolvation of the latter
(i.e., outer-sphere), then strongly interacting solvent pro-
tons could conceivably produce a ferric-hydroperoxo

species without a detectable solvent isotope effect.37

Regardless of whether the 600-nm intermediate is a peroxo
or hydroperoxo adduct, the kinetics are consistent with
the proximal, positively charged lysyl side chain helping
to direct the negatively charged superoxide to the iron site,
as suggested from a SOR crystal structure.26

Distinct acidic and basic pathways for decay of the 600-
nm intermediate were observed. The acidic pathway
consists of diffusion-controlled protonation of the inter-
mediate. Above pH 7, a pH-independent decay pathway
dominates, which must involve solvent because the decay
slows by a factor of 2 in D2O. The 600-nm intermediate
in the E47A variant decayed with a rate constant that was
indistinguishable from that of the wild-type SOR in the
basic pH range, and we did not detect any subsequent
intermediate in either the wild-type or E47A SOR using
either pulse radiolysis35 or stopped-flow mixing.38,39 The
initial decay product must, therefore, be a non-glutamate-
ligated species that is rapidly scavenged by E47 to form
the resting ferric state. Whether this nonaccumulating
decay product is the ferric-hydroperoxo species depicted
in brackets in Scheme 2, a five-coordinate ferric site, or a
six-coordinate, solvent-ligated ferric site is not known. The
E47 side chain may affect decay of the intermediate below
pH 7.35 The rate constants listed in Schemes 1 and 2 apply
to D. vulgaris 2Fe-SOR measured in our pulse radiolysis
studies. For some other SORs, the 600-nm intermediate
was reported to decay more rapidly than indicated in
Schemes 1 or 2 at pH 7 or above.19,39,40

Restrictions on a Ferric-(hydro)peroxo Species at the
SOR Active Site. The exact nature of the 600-nm inter-
mediate remains to be established. However, a consider-
ation of the SOR site structure and location within the
protein suggests some restrictions on the formation,
structure, and reactivity of a ferric-(hydro)peroxo inter-
mediate. The unoccupied sixth ferrous coordination site
lies exposed to solvent on the surface of the protein, while
the trans cysteinate ligand is shielded from solvent and
hydrogen-bonded to two peptide N-H’s (cf. Figure 1);
these features essentially prevent direct reaction of di-

FIGURE 2. Pulse radiolytic detection of an intermediate in the reaction of D. vulgaris wild-type 2Fe-SOR (WT) or its E47A variant with
superoxide. The left panel shows absorption spectra derived from absorbance time courses such as those shown in the rightmost two
panels, which were obtained for the wild-type protein at 600 nm and which show formation and decay of the intermediate. Extinction coefficients
in the left panel were calculated assuming stoichiometric (1:1 mol/mol) reaction of superoxide with the SOR site. Conditions were 25-100 µM
SOR sites, ∼2 µM O2

- per pulse in 0.12 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, 10 mM formate, 5 µM EDTA, pH 7.8, and 25 °C. (Adapted from
ref 29.)

Scheme 2
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oxygen species with the cysteine sulfur. The histidine
ligand imidazoyl ring planes are sterically restricted to
orientations that are considerably out of the average Fe-
N4 plane and these orientations are further restricted by
a conserved Cys-Asn-Leu/Ile-His tetrapeptide bidentate
“chelate” connecting the cysteine ligand with one of the
histidine ligands (cf. Figure 1). As illustrated in Figure 3,
the histidine ligands form a pocket above the iron that
permits bent (∠Fe-O-O ≈ 120°), end-on coordination
of the (hydro)peroxo but appears to sterically preclude
side-on peroxo coordination (i.e., where both oxygen
atoms of the peroxo are coordinated to iron in a triangular
geometry) without severe distortion of the coordination
sphere, such as breakage of one of the Fe-His bonds.31

The glutamate-ligated resting ferric SOR site shows no
such distortion or appreciable movement of iron toward
the carboxylate ligand relative to the ferrous SOR site.26

The solvent exposure of the SOR site would facilitate
protonation of the iron-bound oxygen of an end-on-
coordinated hydroperoxo leading to irreversible Fe-O
bond breakage and dissociation of H2O2. A potential
competing process is double protonation of the terminal
oxygen and subsequent heterolytic O-O bond cleavage
resulting in a perferryl ({Fe(V)dO}3+) species, as proposed
for the ferric-peroxo at the superficially similar cysteine-
ligated heme site of cytochrome P450. This latter process
does not appear to occur during the reaction of SOR with
superoxide.31,41 In contrast to the solvent-exposed SOR
site, the heme active site of P450 is buried in the interior
of the protein, and its reactivity with dioxygen and protons

is also substrate-gated, which apparently diverts the
chemistry toward perferryl formation. Intrinsic properties
of the SOR site may also make P450-type chemistry
relatively unlikely. In contrast to the four neutral histidine
ligands of the SOR site, the porphyrin ligand in P450 is
dinegatively charged, and its highly conjugated electronic
structure can delocalize positive charge, both of which
would contribute to stabilization of a perferryl. Others
have suggested that a low-spin (S ) 1/2) ferric-(hydro)-
peroxo, such as in P450, would be more prone to O-O
bond cleavage, whereas a high-spin (S ) 5/2) ferric-
(hydro)peroxo would be more prone to Fe-O bond
cleavage.42,43 The spin state of the 600-nm SOR intermedi-
ate is not known. Our DFT calculations indicated that the
low-spin ferric-(hydro)peroxo SOR model is more stable
than the high-spin state.31 While we do not discount the
possibility of a high-spin SOR intermediate, Kovacs’ group
has reported that a low-spin, end-on ferric-hydroperoxo
species (with a cis rather than trans thiolate ligand) could
be produced in methanol from reaction of potassium
superoxide with a synthetic five-coordinate ferrous com-
plex.43,44 This ferric-hydroperoxo species persisted for
several minutes at -90 °C but at room-temperature
decayed to the ferric (S ) 3/2) methanol-ligated complex
with release of hydrogen peroxide on a time scale similar
to that observed for decay of the (presumably) analogous
SOR intermediate. A metastable, purportedly side-on,
seven-coordinate ferric-peroxo complex of an E47A 2Fe-
SOR was reported to form upon reaction of excess
hydrogen peroxide with the ferrous SOR site.45,46 This

FIGURE 3. Space-filling depictions of DFT-optimized modeled structures of the ferrous SOR site (left) and putative ferric-(hydro)peroxo
intermediate (middle) and schematic diagrams showing the geometric restrictions of this intermediate at the SOR site (right). (Adapted from
ref 31). The modeled structures used imidazoles and methyl thiolate in place of histidine and cysteine ligands, respectively, and the torsion
angles of the imidazole rings around the Fe-N bonds were fixed at those in the D. desulfuricans 2Fe-SOR crystal structure.25 Color coding
of atoms is as in Figure 1 except carbon is black and hydrogen is gray.
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species was reported to persist on a much longer time
scale (at least several seconds) than the intermediate
resulting from reaction with superoxide (less than 0.1 s),
has a different absorption maximum (560 nm) from that
of the superoxide-derived intermediates (600 and 620 nm)
reported by the same group on the same SOR,32,40 and
leads to degradation of the SOR site. Caution should,
therefore, be exercised in inferring that this hydrogen-
peroxide-derived species is an intermediate in the SOR
catalytic cycle described below.

Completion of the SOR Catalytic Cycle. Rereduction
of the ferric SOR site is necessary for completion of the
catalytic cycle. To analyze the kinetics of this cycle, we
developed the tightly coupled catalytic system dia-
grammed in Scheme 3, which also serves as a convenient
SOR activity assay. This system uses the small electron-
transfer protein rubredoxin47,48 as proximal electron donor
to SOR and NADPH as the source of reducing equivalents
(which were transferred to rubredoxin via a flavoprotein
reductase).48,49 Xanthine plus xanthine oxidase was used
to generate a readily calibrated flux of superoxide.50

Measurement and analysis of the kinetics of the cycle
represented by Scheme 3 showed that 1 µM SOR can
convert a 20-µM/min flux of superoxide to a steady-state
superoxide concentration of ∼10-10 M, during which any
individual SOR site turns over on average about once every
5 s. At such low steady-state concentrations of superoxide,
its diffusion-controlled reaction with the ferrous SOR site
becomes rate-limiting for turnover. Thus, neither the axial
carboxylate ligation (during the k2 step of Scheme 3) nor
deligation (during the k3 step) limits this turnover. Con-
sistent with this observation, the E47A variant showed
activity indistinguishable from that of the wild-type SOR
in the catalytic cycle of Scheme 3. The “function” of this
ligating carboxylate, thus, remains somewhat mysterious.
Cyanide inhibited the SOR turnover but only at high
concentrations (20 mM) and only after many hours of
preincubation time with the SOR, during which cyanide
promotes autoxidation of the ferrous SOR site and forma-
tion of the ferric-cyano adduct.30 This cyanide-ligated SOR
site is expected to have a much more negative reduction
potential43 and presumably cannot be reduced on a
catalytically competent time scale.

How Do the in Vitro Results Relate To in Vivo SOR
Activity? The common laboratory bacterium Escherichia
coli, which can grow either aerobically or anaerobically,

contains no SOR homologues but instead relies on Mn-
and Fe-SODs (catalyzing the disproportionation reaction
1) to scavenge superoxide during aerobic growth. As
mentioned above and discussed further below, SORs have
no significant SOD activity. However, when the heterolo-
gous SORs are expressed from plasmids in so-called “SOD-
knockout” strains of E. coli (which are killed by exposure
to air), the intracellular steady-state superoxide is lowered
to nonlethal levels by the catalysis of reaction 4 by SOR.
The SOD-knockout strain thereby regains the ability to
grow aerobically.14,27,51 This system serves as an in vivo
model of how SORs operate in air-sensitive bacteria, as
well as a convenient system for testing activities of
engineered SOR variants. Since E. coli contains no rubre-
doxin, other unidentified species must serve as proximal
electron donors for the intracellular catalysis of reaction
4 by SOR in the SOD-knockout strains. While genetic
evidence suggests that rubredoxin is a proximal electron
donor to SOR in some organisms,47,48 the genomes of some
SOR-containing microbes do not encode a rubredoxin or
rubredoxin-like protein.51 Furthermore, two other 1Fe-
SORs functioned indistinguishably from the 2Fe-SOR in
the in vitro cycle described by Scheme 3,49 and these 1Fe-
SORs had also been shown to complement the E. coli
SOD-knockout strains.19 SORs, thus, appear to be pro-
miscuous electron acceptors but specific electron donors
to superoxide, that is, in times of oxidative stress, SORs
efficiently divert intracellular reducing equivalents to
scavenge superoxide. Although no estimates are available
for air-sensitive microorganisms, 10-10 M is near the upper
limit of the steady-state superoxide concentration that can
be tolerated by aerobically growing E. coli.2,24 Thus, the
in vitro turnover cycle shown in Scheme 3 also appears
to be a biologically competent model. Since 10-10 M is on
average less than one molecule per bacterial cell, SOR (like
SOD) is a rare example of an enzyme that operates in large
excess over its substrate concentration under physiological
conditions.

Why Does SOR Not Show Significant SOD Activity?
Under the turnover conditions exemplified by Scheme 3,
any SOD activity of SOR is unlikely to occur as long as a
sufficient supply of reducing equivalents is available to
outcompete reduction of the ferric site by superoxide. In
fact, the ferric SOR site, even in the E47A variant, shows
at most a very sluggish reaction with superoxide compared
to the ferrous site, as judged by the low or nonexistent
SOD activity of SORs.23,47 Since reduction of the ferric SOR
site by superoxide is thermodynamically highly favorable
(E°′(O2/O2

-) ) -0.16 V vs NHE at pH 7 vs approximately
+0.25 V for the ferric/ferrous SOR couple), there must be
a significant kinetic barrier to outer-sphere electron
transfer, perhaps involving the reorganizational energy
required for the change between six- and five-coordina-
tion. If facile reduction of the ferric SOR site by superoxide
requires inner-sphere coordination, as is proposed for the
ferric iron-containing SOD,4 the low (nanomolar) steady-
state concentrations of superoxide generated in the
standard SOD assay (or intracellularly) may not be able
to compete effectively with the glutamate carboxylate or,

Scheme 3
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in the case of the E47A variant, with solvent for the ferric
SOR coordination site trans to the cysteinate ligand.40 This
explanation is consistent with the low affinities of cyanide
and azide for the ferric SOR site, ∼10 and ∼200 mM of
these anions, respectively, being required for saturation
in the pH range of 7-9.28,49 Conversely, at micromolar or
higher superoxide concentrations, such as those generated
by pulse radiolysis, spontaneous disproportionation of
superoxide (∼105 M-1 s-1 at pH 8, equivalent to a half-
time of <10 s for >1 µM superoxide) must outcompete
its reduction of the ferric SOR site.29 Unlike that of SORs,
the “resting” ferric site of the iron-containing SOD is
shielded from solvent and five-coordinate,4 both of which
may be more conducive to inner-sphere reaction with
superoxide. Reduction of the ferric SOD site by superoxide
may also be facilitated by protonation of an ancillary
coordinated solvent ligand, a feature that is also absent
from the SOR site.

Other Non-Heme Iron Proteins Involved in
Microbial Oxidative Stress Protection
So, how does D. vulgaris rid itself of the toxic hydrogen
peroxide generated by catalysis of reaction 4 by SOR?
While D. vulgaris was reported to contain a catalase, it
has been found to be encoded on a plasmid that is
retained by the bacteria only under N2-fixing conditions;
the D. vulgaris genome does not encode a recognizable
catalase.15 Furthermore, due to their high Km’s, catalases
function efficiently only at millimolar or higher hydrogen
peroxide.2 We have extensively characterized a protein
given the trivial name rubrerythrin from D. vulgaris, which
appears to be among the peroxide reductases (i.e., cata-
lyzing reaction 3) that can efficiently scavenge micromolar
levels of hydrogen peroxide in D. vulgaris and many other
air-sensitive bacteria and archaea.48,52-54 The hydrogen-
peroxide reactive center in rubrerythrin is a non-heme
diiron site that superficially resembles, but is distinct from,
those of O2-activating diiron enzymes.55,56 Microorganisms
must also cope with “nitrosative” stress resulting from
exposure to either nitric oxide or species derived directly
from nitric oxide.57 A class of non-heme flavo-diiron
enzymes that is clearly distinct from the O2-activating
enzymes (and from rubrerythrin) has been shown to
reductively scavenge nitric oxide in E. coli,58,59 anaerobic
bacteria,60 and some pathogenic protists (eukaryotic para-
sites)61 under anaerobic growth conditions. There is even
genetic evidence associating the functions of rubreryth-
rins, SORs, and the flavo-diiron enzymes in some bacte-
ria.14,62 A novel membrane-associated hemerythrin-like
non-heme diiron protein likely functions as a dioxygen
sensor in D. vulgaris and other bacteria.63 Prior to 2000,
hemerythrin had been found only in a few marine
invertebrates, where it functions as an O2 storage protein.64

The active sites in these aforementioned proteins are not
iron-sulfur centers, which are found in some bacterial
superoxide sensors.8 A distinctive and divergent set of
non-heme, non-sulfur iron enzymes, thus, contributes to

detection and reductive scavenging of toxic oxidative
diatomic species in air-sensitive microorganisms.

The research described here from my laboratory has been
generously supported by the National Institutes of Health. I
gratefully acknowledge the essential contributions to this research
of Dr. Eric Coulter, Joe Emerson, Radu Silaghi-Dumitrescu, Shi
Jin, and Dr. Diane Cabelli.
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